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SuperTagEditor is a FLAC audio tag editor for Windows. It can edit tags for popular audio file formats such as FLAC,
MP3, OGG, AAC, APE, WMA, OPC. Users can also define personalized tags, explore and modify the tags of multiple

files, review the tag mapping, add comments to any tag and export the list to an HTML file. Capabilities: FLAC
Metadata Editor - export/import the existing tags of FLAC files FLAC Tag Mapper - view the existing tags of files FLAC

Tag Explorer - inspect the tags of files APE Tag Mapper - view the existing tags of APE files APE Tag Explorer -
inspect the tags of files APE Tag Editor - edit the tags of APE files APE Tag Mapper - view the existing tags of MP3

files APE Tag Explorer - inspect the tags of files APE Tag Editor - edit the tags of MP3 files APE Tag Mapper - view the
existing tags of OGG files APE Tag Explorer - inspect the tags of files APE Tag Editor - edit the tags of OGG files APE

Tag Mapper - view the existing tags of WMA files APE Tag Explorer - inspect the tags of files APE Tag Editor - edit the
tags of WMA files APE Tag Mapper - view the existing tags of OPC files APE Tag Explorer - inspect the tags of files
APE Tag Editor - edit the tags of OPC files APE Tag Mapper - view the existing tags of MP3 files APE Tag Explorer -
inspect the tags of files APE Tag Editor - edit the tags of MP3 files APE Tag Mapper - view the existing tags of MP3

files APE Tag Explorer - inspect the tags of files APE Tag Editor - edit the tags of MP3 files APE Tag Mapper - view the
existing tags of MP3 files APE Tag Explorer - inspect the tags of files APE Tag Editor - edit the tags of MP3 files APE

Tag Mapper - view the existing tags of MP3 files APE Tag Explorer - inspect the tags of files APE Tag Editor - edit the
tags of MP3 files APE Tag Mapper - view the existing tags of OGG files APE Tag Explorer - inspect the tags of files APE

Tag Editor - edit the tags of OGG files APE Tag Mapper - view the existing tags of OGG files APE Tag Explorer -
inspect the tags of files APE Tag
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Winamp MP3 Editor Winamp MP3 Editor is a simple-to-use program that enables you to edit tags for audio files with
the MP3 format. It supports all the standard tagging tags and offers a considerable amount of features. Once
installed, Winamp MP3 Editor can be set to automatically launch on startup and it seems that it does just that. The
initial setup is pretty straightforward, and you can edit tags for a wide range of audio formats. You just need to
specify the root directory with your MP3 files, specify the folder for the new tags, browse to the files you want to edit
and click the tag editor. You can also specify specific MP3 files or entire folders. To add tags to MP3 files, click
"Add..." and add the tags, the way you would do it in a text editor. Once you have created the tags you want, the
application can automatically preview them in the list or execute commands to actually edit the files. To initiate a
tag modification, just click a button, and you can go back to file listing. Once you have finished editing, you can click
"Update..." to reload the tags. There are some options to specify search queries such as titles and artists, but they
are not very useful. Winamp MP3 Editor offers a fairly large amount of options,

What's New in the?

FLAC APE MP3 OGG Tag Editor is a simple-to-use software program that, as the name suggests, enables you to
modify tags for audio tracks with the FLAC, APE, MP3 or OGG format. It comes bundled with standard settings that
can be easily adjusted by all types of users, even those less experienced. After a brief and uneventful setup
procedure, you are greeted by a regular window with a plain and simple structure, where you can add audio tracks
to the list using the file browser only, since the drag-and-drop function is not supported. The list shows the full path,
title, artist, album, year, track number and genre for each song. Any of these fields can be edited by just selecting
an entry. Changes can be applied to one or all tracks by just clicking a button. In addition, it is possible to delete an
item from the list or clear the entire queue. Apart from the fact that you can select to another theme for the UI,
there are no other notable features provided by this software utility. FLAC APE MP3 OGG Tag Editor executes a
command rapidly and runs on a pretty low amount of CPU and RAM. We have not come across any problems in our
testing; no error popped up, and the tool did not freeze or crash. Although it is not the most resourceful application
dedicated to tag editing, FLAC APE MP3 OGG Tag Editor serves its purpose and it is easy to understand. View details
FLAC APE MP3 OGG Tag Editor is a simple-to-use software program that, as the name suggests, enables you to
modify tags for audio tracks with the FLAC, APE, MP3 or OGG format. It comes bundled with standard settings that
can be easily adjusted by all types of users, even those less experienced. After a brief and uneventful setup
procedure, you are greeted by a regular window with a plain and simple structure, where you can add audio tracks
to the list using the file browser only, since the drag-and-drop function is not supported. The list shows the full path,
title, artist, album, year, track number and genre for each song. Any of these fields can be edited by just selecting
an entry
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System Requirements For SuperTagEditor (formerly FLAC APE MP3 OGG Tag Editor):

Game: Fallout 4 Version: 1.2.1.13 (1438961565) (1438961565) Patch: 1.4 Fallout 4 (Xbox One/Playstation 4) Fallout
4 (Xbox One/Playstation 4) Country: NA NA Language: EN EN Multiplayer: Yes Yes Minimum Space: 4.9 GB 4.9 GB
Memory: ~2 GB RAM ~2 GB RAM CPU: 4.0 GHz Dual Core
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